
Amplitude Modulation f DSB ) I Demodulation §01

IntroductionThis board is designed to study of double sideband, amplitude modulation

and demodulation. The board has built in carrier generator and audio frequency signal as

modulating signal source with modulation and demodulation circuits. The board has inbuilt IC

regulated do supply for operation of circuit and sub - circuits.

Brief theory:- Modulation is the process in which some property of the high frequency wave,

also called as carrier wave coc, is altered in such way by low frequency information signal,

called as modulating wave am, to transmitt from one place to other place through air. In dou

ble sideband amplitude modulation the amplitude of carrier wave is altered by modulating

wave such to form an envelope upon the carrier on both sides. A non linear element is used

to perform the high level modulation and a linear element for low level modulation. Properly

biased transistors provide linear / non linear operation with some amplification. The AM wave

is represented as shown in fig 3 and its sidebands as shown in fig 4. The top envelope is

represented as

Vc + Vm sin omt,

where the bottom envelope is represented as

- (Vc + Vm sin wmt)

where Vc is the carrier voltage, Vm is the modulating voltage, it is shown that forming of

envelops depends upon the term Vc + Vm. where Vc is kept constant hence the envelope

height depends upon Vm only. The ratio between envelope amplitudes is called as modula

tion index or factor mf, which is represented as

Vmax-Vmin/2

Vmax + Vmin / 2

Calculating mf with 100 gives percentage modulation m%, which should never > 100. The
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power radiated in a given load is related in wo terms, one ttte carrier power Pc and the other

is modulated carrier power Pm. The difference of two gives sideband power Ps which is

eguai to Push + p isb. The Pm is related with Pc as

Pm Tif

=  1 +

Pc 2

To obtain amplitude modulated signal there are many circuits, such as collector modulator,

base or grid modulator(valve version) efficiency modulator, variable p (transconductance)

modulator etc. In present board efficiency modulator is used.

The amplitude modulator In given circuit as shown in fig 1, transistor Q1 a and Q1 b is

differential RF amplifier. The tunned circuit at collector of Q1b,which resonates at coc with a

bandwidth of 2a)m (20Khz max) while the Q1a is pulled to +ve rail through a low value ohmic

resistor R7. Both Q1a & b, is biased with same potential divider formed by R4 and R5 thus

operate at half of +ve rail supply, nearly +6 volt. The collector current of Q1 a &b, is directly

affected with the base voltage of Q2 , biased by R3 for OV, since Q2 collector is directly

coupled with Q1 emitter and Q1 collector current Ic -le. Thus if an alternating voltage is feed

into base - emitter of Q2, the Q1 collector current varies and in according to the voltage

across L also varies to produce double sideband amplitude modulation. This type of circuit is

oQlled as efficiency modulation. The Q3 acts as constant current source hence the current in

jbe seriesed chain of transistors is same, while the change in current in RF differential pair

(jepend upon base voltage of Q2 (modulator transistor). Since differential pair is used in RF

amplifier the operation of this circuit is linear, but current distribution is non - linear if Q2 base

voltege is larger than 2Vbe. Thus the maximum percentage of modulation in these type of

circuits can be achieved to 0 to 100 % approx.
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Fig- I.Circult diagram of amplitude modulator.

The circuit in the board use transistor array LM 3045, which has mathced differential ampli

fier and three open terminal transistor on single substarte.

14 8

Pin diagram of transistor array LM3045
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Fig- 2.Circuit diagram of linear diode detector.

D modulation of AM wave There are many procedures to demodulate the amplitude
modulated waves. In present board (envelope detection )linear diode demodulation circuitry.
In linear diode detector circuits, due to presence of carrier wave (>0.5V) diode D presents a
low ohmic path in linear region.For this reason changes in the peak current through the diode
will remain confined to straight portion of volt - ampere caracteristics of the diode. In other
words it can be said that it acts as half wave rectifier circuit with small amount of forward
bias Detected envelope has also half rectified carrier wave components. When carrier is

resented only the average current (lavg) will pass through the diode and has a constant
mplitude output. When modulated wave is at the input the current I peak varies through

diode and RL, hence produce top portion of the envelope. Addition of C in parallel to RL
forms a low pass filter to remove these HF components (in actual practice pye filters are

mployed). The choice of R and C depends upon the frequency of interest and merely is a
ornpromise. The product RC = X, is seiected to satisfy the numeric relation

1/RC ^ [ com ma lji'\ - ma^)]

^bere com represents highest modulation angular frequency and ma is modulation index.
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Effect ofRC W upon demoduleted output: When the C is hot present in circuit the de
tected envelope consists the information (mod sig) and carrier components. On «e half of

iode offers low ohmic path and.upon -ve half it offers high ohmic path. Addition of
carrier components since xc is much smaller than R at high frequency and it
sitor Nowon+vehalfdiodeoffereiowohmicpathcausetochargeCrapidly

acts a low pass filte .

but at ve half it offer high resistance and C discharge through R only. This leads to a distor-
output called the 'diagonal clipping', if R is made smaller to recure the problem
. „ ,„ent flow in circuit is such C discharge repidiy on -ve half thus reducing thethan due to curreiii ii

signal ampliWde- When ma is higher due to larger current flow 'negative peak clipping'
ccurs (generally occurs at high modulation index). The maximum ma for such R is defined
by an expression

ma(max) = Z/R

where Z represent the impedance of the circuit and R is terminating resistor.
Experiment Procedure

Other apparatus required: Dual trace cathode ray oscilloscope.
Object - a To study double sideband amplitude modulated wave,and to determine modula

tion factor with input modulating signal.

1 Connect the circuit as shown in fig 6 in solid lines. Connect one channel with modulated
output sockets and second channel with AF in and ground socket. Keep AMP control at
minimum. Note the carrier freq is 450Khz approx.

2 Switch on the power. Adjust CRO time base for 200 uS / div and adjust vert gain such a

band (signal) will appear upon the screen. Position it at the centre of the screen. Measure the
unmodulated signal in Vpp.
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3 Feed 0 2 volt pp AF signal to the AF input. Trace out the pattern of modulated wave and

measure amplitudes A and B, in Vpp as shown in fig 3.

calculate modulation index ma = [(A- B) / (A+ B)i
ase AF input to successive levels and note amplitude A and B, for each increament.

I  late modulation depth (multiplying modulation depth with 100 brings modulation per-
) for each input. Draw a plot between input signal (AF) and modulation factor. The

f the graph show the modulation process. Increase maximum AF signal to observe

d" t rted waveform since cut - off and saturation of the modulator Q2 cause overrhodulation.

A  ther procedure to measure modulation depth is keeping CRO in XY mode. It is called
d method For it connect CRO X input with AF sockets and Y input with MOD OUT
u onina CRO in XY mode cause to appear trapzoid pattern upon screen see fig6.sockets. Keepmy

b jQ study ofamplitude demodulation by linear diode detector.
Connect the demodulator input marked as AM IN, with the Modulated output socket AM

OUT Keep S off so, C out of circuit. Only R connected across demodulated output sockets.

2 Connect CRO one channel across the AF socket and other across DEM out sockets.
Keep the AF signal to minimum. Select AF frequency low( O.SKhz).

3 Observe the dem output has a dc level presented which is due to unmodulated carrier. The

dc level ensure that the diode is forward biased hence operating in linear range.

4 Feed AF signal of 0.5Vpp at modulator input to obtain amplitude modulated signal. Ob

serve and trace the waveform appear at the detector output. Observe the presence of carrier

in the detected envelope.

5 switch 8 on, so C is in the circuit and note its effect upon the RF components. Measure the

amplitude of the unmodulated carrier presented at dem out.
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5 Feed AF signal for different modulation factors and note the amplitude of demodulated

output voltage in pp. Increase the AF signal to observe the bottom clipping effect.

Note the modulation voltage Vm and demodulated output Vd for different ma.
Vm Vd Vm Vd Vm Vd

0.3V 0.4V

VdVm

0.1V ...

6 Now connect external oscillator at AF INPUT (in piace of internal nx)d sig) and select the
modulation frequency to higher side (4 or 5Khz). Increase the AF signal level and observe
the effect of diagonal clipping attraiiing side.
7 From the step 5, plot detection curve between the Vm and Vd. Find out the diode linear

ionoperationfromthecurve.Thedetectioneffiecieny p%= (bc/ac)x100

Vc + Vm sin comt

A-B

Modulation depth =
A + B

(Vc + Vm sin ©mt)

Fig- S.Envelope formation of amplitude modulated waveform.
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Fig- 4.Frequency spectrem of amplitude modulated waveform.
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Fig 5.

mnnectlon diagram of amplitude modulator for amplitude modulationCircuit switch CRO in XY mode.Thick line shown for connections.

Thick dashed line show connection for demodulation.
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Trapzoid pattern for amplitude modulated wave.
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components
dc level

Demodulated signal without C

modul^ingw3ve

proper demodulated wave bottom clipped viave

Output waveform with C

Diagonal clipped wave

P= bc/ac. Vm input modulating
voltage, Vd detector output voltage.

Different waveforms at demodulator and its response curve.


